**Challenge:** Who were the Flintstones?

**Literacy:** Writing
I will be a writer and learn how to write adventure stories and learn how to write recounts. I will be using Talk4Writing to talk about my learning.

**Reading**
I will be a book lover and read, discuss and enjoy a wide range of texts including Dinosaur Cove – Journey to the Ice Age.

**Maths:** Place value, addition and subtraction
I will be a mathematician and explore number and place value so that I can read and understand the value of all numbers. I will learn to add and subtract using efficient mental and formal written methods.

**Science:**
I will be a scientist and investigate Stone Age evolution, properties of materials, living things and light within a Stone Age environment.

**Maths:** Place value, addition and subtraction
I will be a mathematician and explore number and place value so that I can read and understand the value of all numbers. I will learn to add and subtract using efficient mental and formal written methods.

**Geography:**
I will be a geographer and will learn to understand how and why communities make settlements. I will learn about which modern day countries the Stone Age people inhabited.

**History:**
Stone Age - I will be a historian and look at Stone Age settlements, tools, how they cooked and what food they ate. We will also have our Stone Age living history day.

**Computing:**
I will be a programmer and learn all about my online identity and exploring the principles of coding and programming.

**PE:**
I will be an athlete and take part in both indoor PE and outdoor PE. Indoor PE is concentrating on gymnastic skills. Outdoor PE looks at striking and yielding.

**Music:**
I will be a musician and learn to sing in unison and play percussion instruments in a group.

**PSHE:**
I will learn to recognise emotions and know what it is to be a good friend. I will learn how to live a healthy lifestyle, recognise achievements and set personal targets for the future.

**RE:**
Creation - I will be a theologian and explore Christian beliefs around the story of creation.

**EYFS:**
I will be a linguist and learn important Spanish words, expressions and be given an insight into Spanish culture.

**Art/DT:**
I will be an artist and designer by learning to use different techniques and materials to create art.